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Price: 170,000€  Ref: SS213

Apartment

Benidorm

1

1

65m² Build Size

65m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

We present a studio for a single person or a couple near the La Cala beach . This

beautiful 65sqm apartment is perfectly divided into a bedroom, a bathroom, a storage

space and a spacious living room. This great apartment is located in a quiet street and is

surrounded by greenery and trees and you will still find great restaurants and shops

nearby. Several bus stops are 3 to 5 minutes away. The beautiful beach of La Cala can

also be reached in a few minutes on foot. This apartment is worth investing in...whether

as a rental property, holiday apartment or as your own home.
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We present a studio for a single person or a couple near the La Cala beach . This beautiful 65sqm apartment

is perfectly divided into a bedroom, a bathroom, a storage space and a spacious living room. This great

apartment is located in a quiet street and is surrounded by greenery and trees and you will still find great

restaurants and shops nearby. Several bus stops are 3 to 5 minutes away. The beautiful beach of La Cala

can also be reached in a few minutes on foot. This apartment is worth investing in...whether as a rental

property, holiday apartment or as your own home.
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